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Critical-Point Singularities. 2. The Ordered Phase 

Some formulas for susceptibility in the ordered phase are 
obtained, which express its value through parameters of the 
auxiliary constructions introduced in the Hamiltonian. The cri
tical-point condition is examined . Some relations characterizing 
the joint behaviour of order parameter and susceptibility are 
obtained which, under some additional conditions, yield the 
well-known formula y = {3 (o-1) . The method is based on rigorous 
grounds. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1. Introduction. Here we continue the discussion of the cri
tical behaviour of the many-body systems under the second-order 
phase transitions started in our previous paper/11. We shall pre-
serve here general ideas of the approach, and also the notation 
and numeration of the mathematical statements. 

Following/1/ we shall use below conventional "magnetic" ter

minology, calling order parameter "magnetization" and its deriva
tive with respect to the external field "susceptibility". The 
Hamiltonian of the system to be considered is: 

Hh = H- h.NS ' h ~ 0' ( 1 ) 

where h is the external magnetic field, AI is the number of 
particles (which is proportional to the volume of the system), 
S is the operator of the magnetieation along the field, H is 

the Hamiltonian for zero field. Through e we shall denote the 
temperature in the energy units ( e = k T ). We assume that at 
the point 8= Be .h= o , where ec is the critical temperature, 
the second-order phase transition takes place (the critical-point 

condition see below in (5)). 
Following 11/ we shall denote any system with Hamiltonian f" 

and temperature e as rje . the quasi-average --<S'rr;e as 
S [ r I e J and the corresponding susceptibility as X [ r /e J 1 >. 

n X [rle] = { ol S [r- h. Nsje]/J h. }It ~o 
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Let H/ec be a critical system, then for the susceptibility 
in disordered phase the following relation holds true: 

'X [H+fNS 2/ec]= i/~f, f /' o. (2) 

Also, some generalizations of this relation were obtained 111. In 
the present paper we derive analogous formulas for the ordered 
phase, used then to examine the joint behaviour of the order para
meter and susceptibility. Under some additional conditions we 
obtain, in particular, the well-known scaling law 'j= p{d'- j_). The 
methods we use are based on rigorous grounds. 

Just as in ref./1/ we shall use here as the starting point 
the "self-consistence.,. equation for quasi-averages: 

S[r;e] = S [r+ .fNS 2._ h NS/e Jn = 2.jS [r/eJ ,o> 
where parameter .f > 0 is arbitrary. Here the system r I e is 
arbitrary, whereas the operator S should satisfy the general 
conditions: 

II~ II L k 1. , 11 s r- rs n L 1<2. , (4) 

where Ki. and K2. 
either the norm of 

are constants as N--"'?C>O and 1/ .... JI means 
an operator (for bounded operators), or the 

"averaged" norm: + + 1/~ 

II Y/1 = o~~ kd u (YY + yy~-ANs;~!'•) 
where h1.. 70 is an arbitrary small fixed positive quantity. 

The relation (3) follows from the fundamental "theorem on 
the free energies" due to N.N.Bogolubov, Jr./2 ,31, which in fact 
expresses some fundamental features of the Gibbs canonical distri
bution (for more details see Appendix A of ref./11). We regard 
below the equation (3) for quasi-averages to be valid. As to the 
necessary conditions (4), we note that they imply that the order 
parameter S is of the "quasi-additive" type, and for concrete 
problema are always valid. 

2. Critical-point condition. A 'eneralized critical-point 
condition has been proposed in ref. 1/ For the aim of the present 
paper, while studying the ordered phase, it is convenient to use 
a special version of this generalized condition, which we shall 
refer to as " z; -condition" (dzeta- condition), originating 
from the notation in use. 
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~ -critical-point condition). We say that 
system H /ec is at the critical point with respect to the opera
tor S in the sense of " ~ -condition" if 2 ) 

[! 2..t J { 7 0' z:o /' 0 , M ( t; ) = 5 H- r;; II} s I ec = ~ 0 ' &:, __,. 0 ' ( 5) 

where for (:::; /' 0 the function M (V>) is assumed to be con
tinuously differentiable and strictly monotonic: 

ol M ( {;;) / d ~ "':;;> 0 ' z;, 7 0 ' ~ ~ 0 • ( 5a) 

These restrictions should be valid in some (may be, small) neigh
bourhood of the point &; = 0 for ~ ""? 0 wherein only the 
function M ( &:, ) should be considered 3). 

One can easily see that, as a matter of fact, the critical
point condition itself is (5). The differentiability of 
M (r.,) means that the critical point is "solitary", i.e._,in the 

immediate neighbourhood of this point there are no other singular 
points. As regards the condition d ~(t;);fdz;~, it should be 
noted that the conditiondM{~)/d"h~Ois always valid (due to 
the concavity of the free energy, for more details see footnote 
10, in ref / 11) whereas the assumption that d M/J. 0=0 may occur 
at the points arbitrary close to 2; ==0 would mean a highly 
exotic character of the critical point and hence is nonappealing 
from physical considerations (see also footnote 4 below). 

Throughout what follows we assume 
the G -condition is valid. 

that for system H/Gc: 

Let us introduce also in addition to 1\1\ ( z;) the function 

S (h.) = S[H- hNS/ec.], h 7 o, <6> 
i.e., the function of magnetization 
and non-zero field. Note, that in 
true: 

for the critical temperature 
view of (2) the equality holds 

M(t.,) =- S (h. =£z;;M(t;)). 
(7) 

2 ) If ref. 717 we have settled it to choose the positive va
lues for quasi-averages,changing, if necessary, the definition of 
the initial operator. So, the requirement I'II(Z0)'70 here is in fact 
equivalent to M(0) :f= 0 • 

3) We shall not mention it below. It will be recalled also 
that all the conditions necessary when inroducing quasi-averages 
(in particular, (4)) are supposed to hold true. 
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Hence it foliowa that if the z; -condition is valid, then 

S (h) - {.., 0, h "'/' o, 
- ~ 0' h ....l)-0, (B) 

the function S (h) being continously differentiable and strictly 
monotonous in some neighbourhood of the point h. = 0 by h. "70 : 

oiS(h)/d.h.'7o, h"7o, h.~o <9> 
(non-strictly monotony being guaranteed ab ovo). 

Conditions (5a) and (9) are equivalent. Hereby the violation 
of ( 5a) (the assumtion c;{ M /d. c; = 0 ) would mean that as h._,. o, 
one can find such arbitrary small values h /'0 that cl.S/dh.=O. 
Such a behaviour is in contradiction with the common assumption 
that susceptibility infinitely grows, d.S/dh~+oo , as 
h. ~o4>. 

We shall also use below the auxiliary functions/1/: 

d{h) = S(h)jdS(lt) h 70' (1o> 
h a. h ' 

6 * { 24 ) == ~ ( h = 2. &, M ( ~ )) , ~ 7 o . < 11 > 

As an important example when the z; -condition holds true 
one can consider the case of the power asymptotics (with logari
thmic corrections) for S( h): 
s{h)=(t): ftz. ~'/P(1+0(it)), o(h) tt~o~o, <12> 

where D ~ O, D':?o; ~71, p is arbitrary for ~ 71._ and P":?O 
for ~ = i. , and where we shall also assume that 

{ 
hdO/dk h~o ..,0' ~ 71..; 

( 12a) 

k Jk h. I do/dh. ~,_,.," 'I"D _, ~ = 1.. ~ P >o . 

~]As one can see below (see, in particular (21)) the viola
tion of (9) as h.-70 (or (5a) as (;,~0) means, that every nei
ghbourhood of h =0 contains the points whered.S/J.h. = 0 and the 
points where d... Sjd. h /' R for any (arbitrary large) fixed R "?0 , 
i.e.,in this case (d.S/d.h_)-1 has n9Jl!mlt as hh:-'1"0 in a common 
lienee (in usual physical cases <ctS;qhF ~0 as ~0 ). It may 
be interesting to note that the relation (2) holds true even for 
such an exotic character of the critical point, as the only neces
sary condition hereby is (5) /1/. 
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Then for small z;, we find from (7) for ~ 7' 1.. and ~ = :J_ : 

M {z;,) = M (t;)(1+0~):t Ck. -z;-foO, (1J> 

)
P'b _L 1 I Pb f'l\(0) =(h 'S-i(;t;~'b-1./k 2.!): c:,)"F ~-1.~ (13a) 

(-: ? o7-:L~ 

1 ( ).:1.} p is arbitrary; 

M{0)= &-exp{- :c, P ,~= 1., P"">O.<nb> 

Andfor'?i{h) (10)weget: hclo/d.h 
1 1 p 

Sfh.) = ~ - -&~n-,/-.h- + 1+ ofL.' ' (14> 

where ?;' and p are the critical exponents in (12). Asympto
tics forO-lf-{l;)then follows from (11), (15), and (16). 

). Formulas for susceptibility. 
(7), one finds in notation (11 ): 

Differentiating the identity 

dM(t;)/M(z;) = 
ol~ --z;, 

1.. 
( 15) 

Consider now the function 
6*(0) -1.. 

M{t;-rj)= S[H-(l::J-tf)AIS 2/ec ], -c., "1o ,f7-:r.a<!6> 
for which in virtue of (15) 

kM(t7+f)= M{0+0Z?+j)(b'*{t,;+.f)-i.) . ( 17) 

On the other hand, in view of relation (3) the identity holds 
true: 

M {tO +f)=. S{H- fAlS 2._ 2 tOM {t?-t- f)N S /ec], <
18

> 
c..~o, .f 7- z;.,. 

Differentiating this relation with respect to~ and taking into 
account (17), after some transformations we find the basis formu
la for susceptibility in the ordered phase: 

X[H-JAIS2.-l-JtJS/Gc.]h: 2?:0M(t;+j) = (19) 

= [2r ( $*(0-tf) - i) + 2 tO~ *"(0+J)] -~i ~~ o:J t~-Z::,. 
The parameters c:; and .f here should satisfy the only restric-
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tion l? ~0 ,.f)-1,, being free in other aspects5 ). Let f be 
fixed, then (;;, determines the value of the ''magnetic field" 

h = 2 z;; M ( tb + J) ~ z:; ~ 0 ' f /' - z; . ( 19a) 

One can also choose the pair f and h ~ 0 to be independent 
parameters and obtain the value z:;? 0 from equation (19a). As 
M (t;) is monotonic (see ( 5a)), there exists one-to-one corres

pondence h.~ C:::, • 
In the case of the power asymptotics for S (h) ( 12), the 

formula ( 19) permits an essential simplification for small J' and 

c:;, (more precisely,2:;-t J' ). Taking into account (12)-(14) we 
find in this case: 

x [ H - j N s 2 - h N s I e c. J h = 2 z; M (~+f) - <2o) , 

2;,~o, 

.f)'.- z;;' 

1+ o~,r b 1... 
2...f(~-~) + 2.ZC,~ ' "> ' 

(20a) 

JY'h (1+ d' ~, r) ~ ); = 1, (2ob) 

F(2f+2.0)1+!!h-t-2t.;D'YP p :;:oo_, 

where the function ~(~)is defined by (13), and the corrections 
or and o" vanish in the limit(t:;+.f)~O. 

An important special case of the formulas (19), (20) is that 
of zero fieldh.=O ( Z::. =0 ): 1... 

X[H -JAIS2.fec.]= {f2f{b'.(f)-i)]- = <21) 

== {~f{b(A)-i)]-:Lfh=fljMff) ' ! >o 
And for the case of the power-like asymptotics (12), (20) we get: 

X cH-ftJS2J- 1 .1...(1+01) b' "'? 1 (22a) 
e c. J - S'- d.. &2-f "! ' , 

2 o/p0 )i+ 7P (22b) 

X [H-tS ]= ~ i;; (1+0})/i,=i~F"7o, 
'f J I II o,, of -f~~~o_,...,. o. 

5) However, the value of '4 + ..f should be such that for M(C,+f) 
the l; -condition (Definition 2) be valid. 

• 

• 

Formula (22a) for the susceptibility in the case of the power 
asymptotics ( 12) as b '71.. is quite analogous to (2), the singu

larity being the same as in (2),...,7.f:,. Note that in the caseb=1., 
P/0 the singularity is stronger than that of (2), see (22b). 

Theorem 2. Let for systemH~ec the l; -condition with res
pect to the operator S be valid (see Definition 2 ). Then for 
the corresponding susceptibility formulas (19), (21) hold true, 

and if the stronger version of the critical-point condition (12) 
is valid, the asymptotical formulas (20), (22) hold true. 

4. l; -Critical-point condition and the behaviour of the 
functions S (h.) and~ (h). The definition of the cri

tical state in the form of t;; -condition (5) in terms of M (z;), 
being sufficiently general and technically convenient, possesses 
some defects because M (Z:;)is not directly ("experimentally") obser

vable quantity. On the other hand, the functionS (h.) which is 
connected with M(c;) through the equality (7) is of the direct 

physical sense. Therefore it would be interesting to consider the 

interrelations of the z; -condition and the behaviour of the func-

tions S(h)(6) andd{h)(10). 

Lemma 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
(::;-condition to hold true are the following: functionS (h) (6) 

should be continuously differentiable in some neighbourhood of 

the point h = 0 for h )> 0 and should satisfy herein the restric-

tions: { > 0 , h "> 0 ' 
s (h.) = ~ 0 ~ ~ -7 0 ' (23) 

cJ.,S(h.)/dh_ > o ~ h 70, (24) 

1 f strictly 1 YL monotonuously h 
S ( 1 ) = increasing L -{h h '> 0 (25) 

11. function of n ';> 0 ' S ) ~0 • 

Hereby the condition (25) (if (23), (24) hold true) is equiva

lent to the conditions: 

d S(h) 
dVt 

~(h.) = 
h-"'0 -trxJ.) 

{
""/' i, h_.,o, 
9-1., h.~o, 

where ['{h) is function ( 10 ) • 

9 
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One can easily see that the basic condition here is (25). 
To prove lemma we start from the equation (7): 

M ( z; ) = S ( h == Q co M ( z; )) . c21 > 

If the z; -condition is valid, then the requirements (23) and 
(24) are valid, while due to monotony of the function JY1 {z;) the 
equation 

~= 2"ZOM(CO) (27a) 

defines a single-valued monotonously increasing function z;. (h.) • 
h 70, Z? (h)---+- 0 as h--'>' 0 • Putting this function into (27 ), 

we find exactly that 

~(h) h/£s(h.). (27b) 

Hence the requirement (25) is also valid. If, on the other hand, 
the conditions of the lemma formulated hold true, the relation 
(27b) defines the unique monotonous function h(z::;) , ~'70, 
h_(t,)~Oaa ~~0, and the new function/Vl(t;)=S[h(c.,)Jthen 

satisfies the equation (27) and the requirements of the l;-condi
tion (Definition 2) 6) 

Finally, using the definition of the function d'(h) (10) and 
rewriting (25) in the form 

cJ.'\ (i(h)) = ~~;~~~) '7 0 ' h > o, (28a) 

_h._ = ---:----:1..;----:-:-:---;-:-:-~ 
5{k)- O'(h)(ds(h)/dh. ') 

+O 
~ 

(28b) 

we get sure of the equivalence of the conditions (25) and (26). 
So lemma 2 is proved. 

Let us note that due to (26a) the following identity holds 
true: 

o] For the sake of completeness, let us also note that equa
lity (27) always has the trivialaolutionM(V>)= 0 which should 
be, hlwever, rejected. The quasi-average is just the solution 
M (z:;:, =I= 0 (or one of such solutions if there are some nonzero 

solut one). Indeed, the quasi-average should be calculated from 
the minimum condition for an auxiliary functional of the free 
energyf(C)~ while (27) is the necessary condition of the mini
mum 'a".f(c}f-dC: 0 (for details see /1/). One can easily verify 
that in view of (25), (26) the miminum is realized just for 
M(Z:.)*o • From the physical point of view this means that system 
"chooses" the thermodynamical phase with spontaneous ordering. 
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, f_J.s(h) { J'Y el1S)(J.s)-2. 1.; -d h h=h1. = 

0 
(-J.nZ (dh J.j,_' h~o, (29) 

where h.1. '70 can be chosen arbitrary small. One may then conclude 
that d_2S/d. h. 2 taken "on the average" should be negative in 
the neighbourhood of the point h = 0 , for h ~ 0 , and in any 
case it cannot be totally positive herein. In other words, the 
function S(lz) should be concave "in average" (in any case not 
convex) as h'1!:,0. As regards a special case whenc{ 2 S/clh2 
changes its sign as h.~ +O whatever small neighbourhood of 
the point h= 0 we consider, we then have that d.S/dh ~ + oo as 
h.~ + 0 in the non-monotonous way with the infinitely increas

ing (as h.~ 0) frequency of "oscillations". Such an exotic beha
viour seems to be unlikely from physical considerations and hardly 
can occur for usually treated systems (both in theoretical and 
in experimental studies) which are too simple for such a beha
viour. So, limiting oneself only to the physical cases, one can 
supplement the ~-condition by the requirement of the concavity 
of S (h.) as k ----7 0 7): 

ci.2.5(h) <.o h.~+o oo> 
fih..2. , • 

5. ~-Condition and classification of critical points. 
Let us discuss the physical sense of the z; -critical-point con
dition in more details. Taking into account generally known facta, 
we can point out two most characteristic aspects of the critical 
behaviour: 

A) The spontaneous long-range order for 9 < 9c by zero ex
ternal ordering fields. 

B) The divergence of "susceptibilities" (The second deriva
tives of the free energy) at the critical point. 

There is also the following more specific aspect: 
C) The power, and sometimes logarithmic, asymptcrtics are ty

pical for the critical-point behaviour. 
As one can easily see, the ~ -condition in the form of Lem

ma 2 represents in part aspect B of the critical behaviour, whe
reas the ~-condition in ita original form o.f Definition 2 (see 
(5)) expresses aspect A of the phase transitions. For illuatra-

7) It should be noted that for a wide class of the Ising
type lattices with negative interaction the concavity of magneti
zation is proved rigorously in ref. /4/. 
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tion consider system H -0NS
2/ec for the concrete case of the 

Ising-type lattice, when: 

H =- -;] ~ 6r~· , S = IV-:1. .Z::. 6i , (31a) 
<,,f~ .., "'i :.v 

H-"'NS2..- .., ..::;--- 5~c:;. 0 ) <S~~- 01b) 
C.C --c14-7 Ld-- L(J' 

< ,,{J N 1& i,j ~ .v 
where ;; 7 0 • -z:.:, "/' 0 • c:; ~0 ; ei = ± 'i and where the sum 
over <( i,} ">in (31 ) is extended only on the nearest neighbours. 
Let 9c. be the critical temperature for H 01a); it is clear 
that the decreasing of temperature ec~ e< ec is equivalent to the 
increasing of the interaction "J+~J 7;] • As one can easily 
see, the " &,-term" in (31b) just models such an intensification 
of the interaction, with the only difference that this additio
nal interaction (in contrast with that of the initial Hamiltoni
an) is of the evident long-range type. Nevertheless one can hope 
that it does not matter much, since in the critical region the 
effective interaction is of the long-range type in the initial 
system too B). 

In view of Lemma 2 and the considerations formulated above 
the aspects A and B of the phase tranai tiona appear to be coup
led with each other. 

It is interesting also to discuss the relation of ~ -condi
tion and aspect C of the critical behaviour. One of the main 
questions here is about the origins of the characteristic quasi
power aaymptotica like in (12), or, in more general form, the 
question on the existence of the finite limit 

?; ( h_ ) 1 - - ~ ~ ~ 1_ • (32 ) 

However, as one can easily see the ~-condition itself does not 
ensure even the boundedneaa ofc{h.)as h~o. e.g.,the aaymp-

totica 

1 

J1 A 
21

_ "Z 

S (h)= A1 ion T , 'l "70 , A~, A2 =const7o3> 

satisfies lO -condition and even the additional requirement (30), 
but 

8) It ahoula be noted, on the other hand, that for more comp
lex systems (or for more compex order parameters) such a simple 
correspondence between ~-condition ~nd aspect A of the critical 
behaviour may be destroyed. 
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~(k)=~/~4:=1 h~o~+oo. 03a) 

Nevertheless, one can hope, taking into account physical consi
derations, that in sufficiently simple cases the relation (32) 
should be valid. Indeed, comparing formulas (2) and (21) we find 
that only in this case the singularity of susceptibility is the 
same in ordered and disordered phases 9). We propose the follow
ing interpretation for such a feature: The ordered phase by 

e=ec (1-£) differs from the corresponding disordered phase by&:9c,~+E) 
(or the system H-.fNS)/ec differs from the system H+fNS 2/9c) 

only by the existence of the inner "molecular field" (for e<ec> 
connected with the spontaneous ordering. The value of this field 
is in agreement with the value t (or .f), so that the effect of the 
field only renormalizea the "pure temperature" effect, which is 
the same in two phases 10 >. 

Making use of z; -condition we can classify the critical 
points (with respect to given order parameter S ) by the beha
viour of the function~{h). The following possibilities are 
available in the framework of the ZQ -condition: 

I. The function ~(h) is bounded from above as h~o : 
a) a(h) h ..,. b' 7 1.. 

~0 ' 
b) 

t(h) )' 1 r (h.)= i+ 6 ~~) 6(1..) ={)o,h70
' 

'- - n ' I 1 
' ~o,h~o. 

9} Such argument , of course, does not seem too reliable, 
since in the case 'i)(h )~ 1. , which realizes in practice, the 
singularity of the susceptibility is different in two phases. As 
an example, one can consider the two-dimentional Ising model 
with the order parameter for which the "susceptibility" is really 
common specific heat. As it is well-known, the specific heat here 
diver_£;es as}ln£.j,h;af, which corresponds to the asymptotics (12) 
witho=.:t.., p-;.o • On the other hand, we don't know any 
concrete examples when a (h)...,+ 00 as h.~ 0 • 

10 ) In the capacity of the hypothesis we put the assumption 
that in simple cases such "self-consistency" may be of the na
ture which is in a sense similar to that of the origins, which 
leads to the equi-partition of energy on the degrees of freedom. 
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but 
c) b {h) is bounded from below ( 1!::.. '$' (h) ) and from above, 
has no any limit as h. ~ 0 11 ) • 

II. The function '2) (h) is unbounded from above as h ~0 
a) ?;(h) h +OC' 

-+0 
b) 7i'(h) has no any limit as h~O 

tend to zero as h ~ 0 ). 
(i.e.1/d{h) does not 

In the case of the asymptotics Ia and Ib it is convenient to 
represent the functionS {h) in the form: 

· 5(h)= ~-tVs- <p(lz.), ~ ~ 1., (34) 

then , /; tp 

C34a) a(h)= };';'(1.-~(h)),CJ{It)=-~·jh!: , 
where cp(/z) is a positive function varying strictly slower than 

w(h) by the power law: 

J,...,o ~o, 
(34 b) 

where in the case ~ = 1. it is necessary also to require that 

W ( h ) /' 0 ' h ""7 0 , ~ = 1. • (34c) 

As regards the asymptotics Ic , it seems to be not forbidden by 
the general principles of statistical mechanies, but hardly can 
occur for real (too simple) systems. 

As for the class II (in particular IIa) (see as example (33)), 
the author doesn't know any concrete examples of the phase tran
sitions with such a behaviour of~{h). It is not clear yet, 
whether this is due to the too simple character of the commonly 
considered systems and order parameters, or there are more funda
mental reasons for such a situation. 

6. Special versions of the basic formulas. Choosing the cri
tical system H fee in the basic formulas ( 19 )-(22) in one or 
another special form, one can get some versions of these formulas 
handy in applications. 

Consider the case, when in virtue of a variation of the Ha
mil toni an H~ H+V the system leaves the critical point and H +V/ec 
is noncritical. Let the operator V be of the "ordering" type 

1TJ The mathematical example: ~{h):= 3'+ Sit'l k • 
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and can be compensated by introducting into the Hamiltonian of 
the "disordering" term +!lN S 2 , ~ > 0 , by some finite posi
tive value of the parameter A= D. (V))'-0, so that 

H+V+ 6.(V)NS 2/ec. = {the z;, -critical system}, C35a) 

b. (v) =- {- '/' o ' v * o ' 
~o,v~ 0 • 

In other words (see Definition 2) 

Mv(?i)= S[ii+Vr(ll(V)-~)NS 2/ecJ={:~, ~:;, C35b) 

where the functionMv(&;) should be continuously differentiable 
and rigorously monotonous (see (5a)). 

Introduce now for the system (35a), in addition to Mv(z;), 
the functions Sv (h). ~v (h) and s:(c;,) , see C6 >, < 10 >, < 11 > 
(where index V labels the system (35a)). Then one can rewrite 
formulas (19)-(22) and others for the system (35a). In the for
mulas thus obtained it is especially convenient to choose f= AW). 
Then, ·for instance, the basic formula ( 19) results in 

~ [H+V- hNS/8c] = o6 > 

= [2A(v)(~(h.c.)-i)+2&;~v(h~)J-1., 
where 

h.= 2z;S[H+V-hNS/Bc.]~o~ (36a) 

h1. = h_ + f2~ (v) S [H+V- hNS /ec J /0. 0 6b> 

Here one of the parameters t:;; ~ 0 , h ~ 0 is free, deretmining 
the second one and the parameter h1.. • In particular, we have for 

r:;==-h.=o: !i!Y _ 1 . 1 , 
XU ec ] -Q.A(VJ "a[v] -1._ 

r [v] = ');v ( h = ~ ~ (V) S [H+V /ec] ). 07a> 

(37) 

Note also that on the basis of (36) and (37) one can derive 

:e-~e~t~o~-hNS l = ~v {h+ f(v,h))-i.J,-1.-ff!_+Y.] os> 
/v L ec. J bv (l(v,o))-1- Cec + 
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+ h. rv (h+ f(v,h)) 
' S[H+ V- hNS /8c.] 

h 3-0, 

f (v, 1-t) ~ 2 ~ (V)S[H+ V- hNS/ec.J, 

where the parameter /:::. (:v) here is the same as in (35 ). 
Let for the functional (J7a) the finite limit exists: 

(38a) 

11n ~ rvJ = ~ ~ 1.. (39) 
v --"0 L o / ' 

then (37) yields: O 

X fH-+VJ 1+ v 0 ~0 L~ :::. 2 6 ('/)(~o-1..) ' V V~o • (40) 

As regards the assumption (39), we note that~ [VJ 07a) 
depends on \T in two ways: through the dependence of the func
tion ~v (h.) on V , and through the dependence h_ on V . 
Since for V = 0 the critical system 05a) coincides with H/ec , 
one can suppose that for a wide class of the initial systems H/e 
and variations V the functions ~v (h) and'S (h) are close c 
to each other uniformly with respect to h as V-+0 (though 
for small ~ Z 0 only) 12 ): 

l?>'v{h)- b'(h)} ~ ~v v~o,n~ 0.,.0.c4n 
Then the behaviour of ?} [ \1] as V--""" 0 is determined by the 
properties of the function ~ (h) for the initial system. In par
ticular, in the c.aae of the power aaymptotica with logarithmic 
corrections (12) for~/1_ we have in 09)~0 =~ and the rela

tion (40) with S'o-::: r is valid' while ford= 1. ' p ~0 we get 

(see (22b)): 1..p( 1+ u 
X [H~~ J = ~ 2

1
A(V) J {1+Dv )., Dvv~!~C42) 

It should be emphasized that the variation ~ in the for
mulae diaacused above is not completely arbitrary, but should be 
of the "weak" type, eo that it would be possible to compensate 

12 > In other words, we here assume the function ~v {h) to be 
continuous (with respect to the variational parameter~ )wh~n 
l?aasing from the system H/9c to the system H+V+~(V)NS2.;ec 
(see (35a)). It is intuitively understandable that there are so
me grounds for such an asswnption, if the operators V and ~NS2. 
do not break the symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian H and pessess 
the "ordering" and "disordering" properties which are similar to 
those of H • 
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2. it by the opera tor ~ N S and to satisfy the condition (35). 
We shall not discuss here this question in general case, we note 
only, that for concrete systems it can be often answered just 
from physical considerations. 

Let us for illustration concretize H+ V/ec as the initial 

system by e < ec ' H/ec. (1- £.) 't.IO • Let H/ec be a simple 
ferromagnetic system with ~(h )~~/'1• One can take, for instance, 
the Ising-type ferromagnet (see Hamiltonian(J1a)). Then it is 
clear that there exists such finite /::.. (E)>O that 

H+ A(f)N S 1 = rcritical system,} 
9c(1-£) l aee(5) 

Under the assumption that for system (43)~e.(h)~~/1aa 
h,E.~O, we get for susceptibility: 

(4J) 

X r_ H ]- 1 1+0£ 0 O c44 > 
[ec (1-f) - Q.~(£) s- 1.. ' £ cc.~o)o • 

Theorem 2A. Let for the system H +vI ec • v =I= 0 such a 
finite positive parameter Ll(V)/Q exists that system 05a) sa
tisfies the l; -condition. Then for susceptibility formulas 
(J6)-(J8) are valid, and under the additional assumption (39) 
also formula (40) holds true. In a special case of the aaympto
tica (12) for initial system H/6c and under assumption 09) 
we have for~/ 1.. formula (40) with bo = ~ /'1. , and for 'b = 1. 

P "> 0 formula (42 ). 

7. Relations for critical indices and amplitudes. The above 
formulas for susceptibility combined with the self-consistency 
equation (3) make it possible, under some additional conditions, 
to establish some interrelations in the critical behaviour of 
magnetization and susceptibility. 

Let H+V /ec be the "quasi-critical" system considered in 
section 6. Making use of (3), we get: 

S[H+V/ec.]= S [H+V+ll(v)NS2._ hws/oc] C45) 
h=2b{v)S[H+V/~ 

It is convenient to introduce short notation: 

S[H-tv/ec]= S(v), X [H+V/ec.]=X(v).<46> 
Let for the system (35a), occuring on the right-hand aide of 

(45), the assumption 09)'8' [v]....,.b0 11_ be valid. Then for the 
magnetization on the right-hand aide of (45) the power law (34) 
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by ~ = ~0 / 1.. is valid, and taking i nto account (45) we get: 

S(V) = [h1
l8'o 'Pv {h)]h~Qfl.(V)S(v) :~V..,OJ47) 

where the correction function lf'v {h) is cont inuously differen
tiable and varies strictly slower than by the powe r law. Usi ng 
(40) and keeping onl y the major term of the asympt otics, as 
v~ 0 ' we obtain from (47): 1. 

S(v) = [(S"o-i)Do(V)X{v)]- b"o-;V-=>o, (48) 

1)0 (\1)::: [<flv{h= S(v)j{fo-i)X{vJ)]-'bo, (48a) 

where Do (V) is a slowly varing function ofS(V) and X (V). 
As a matter of fact, the relation (48) plays the role of the 

equation of state in the critical region . This formula establi
shes the connection between the critical behaviour of S(V) and 
X (V) as V ~ Q , which can be concretized for a concrete beha
viour of 5 (V) and X (V). 

It is known that for the critical asymptotics the power laws 
are typical. So let us consider the case, when~ is determi

ned by a small parameterf>OY=V{J),V(j)~ 0 as S ~ 0 , 
and suppose that forS (V) and X(V) the quasi-power asympto-

tics hos (v{} )) = ! PvBv (!)' fv >o, 
(4 9a) 

X (V(} )) == ~ -¥v rv (!), Yv ""7 o, (49b) 

where the "critical indices" jiv and J"v are constants (sub
index ~ labels the kind of the variation of Hamiltonian ), 

while the amplitude funct i ons Bv{~)and JV(~) vary slower than 
by the power laws (in the same sense as tp(.er_) in 04 )). 

Asymptotics as in (49) are typical, for i nstance, in t he 

case of the temperature variation, when H+V/ec.=H/ec(1-f.),t70, 
the role of J here by plays £.) 013). 

Substituting the asymptotics (49) i nto (48), we f i nd t he 
relations for critical indices: 

13J We should note that the notation i n (49 ) is chos en by 
the analogy with those which are generally accepted in t his 
concrete case. 

II 

• 

Yv jpv = bo- i, ~o . = ~ (VJv~o '7 1., (5o) 

and for the amplitude functions: ~ _
1 .lim {(So -1.) Do (V(J)) rv {~)(Bv (~)) o }=1< 51) 

~~0 ~ 
where the function Do (V) is defined in (48a), being connected 
with the characteristics of the auxiliary system (35a). 

Of the major interest is the relation for indices (50). If 
one accepts the above assumption on the identity ~0 = ~ , where 
~ is an index for the initial system (see (39), (41)), to 

hold true, one gets: 

'tv / J3v = ~- 1.. (52) 

This result generalizes the well-known phenomenological ."scaling" 
formula for temperature and field indices (B.Widom, 1964; see t 

e.g.,ret/5/)1 '(I = p {3"-1.)., (53) 

where 8" is the field index, while the temperature indices ){ f 

and J! characterize the behaviour of X (E.) and 5(£) in the 

systemH/Gc(1-£), ~ "70. 
One usually substantiates the relation (53) in the frame

work of the quasi-phenomenological scaling theory of the criti
cal point, while here we have in fact derived this relation from 
the "first princi ples", i.e., from general properties of the Gibbs 
canonical distribution, 0n the basis of which all the above re
sults leading to the basic equality (52) have been obtained. 
Hereby the additional assumptions (on the ''weakness" ofV , on 
the indent! ty 1;'

0 
= ~' etc.) determine in fact the "range of the 

validity" of the relations like (52), (53) 14). 
Note that for all the variations for which in (39)~o=~ 

(see also (41 )), the quantity~v;f)f, turns out to be indepen
dent of the choice of~. That is because in the critical re
gionX (V) is in fact the functio n of S (V) only. 

l~J One can also choose the inverse order of reasoning and 
regard numerous experimental confirmations of (53) as an argu
ment in favour of the assumption ~o= ~ and other assumptions 
accepted above. 

It 



Theorem2B. Let H/ec be the critical system and H+V/ec 
be just the system in the ordered phase considered in Theorem 2A, 
and let condition (39) and relation (40) hold true. 

1) Then magnetization and susceptibility for the systemH+~c' 
~~ O are linked through the asymptotical relation (48). 

2) Let in addition the variation V be determined by a 
small parameter ! /0 and let for :f ~ 0 , V = V(~)~O the 
quasi-power asymptotics (49) be valid. Then for critical indices 
and amplitude functions the relations (50), (51) hold true. 

3) For all the variations~ which satisfy the assumption 
~o= a, where S" is the field index for initial system H/ec , 
the universal identity for indices (52) is valid, 

4) If the temperature variation V = E H, t? O, t.~Osatis
fies the conditions announced above in 1-3), then scaling rela
tion (53) holds true. 
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